
Naming the Baby

1. Adverb

2. Adjective

3. Fruit

4. Adjective

5. Baby Animal

6. Exclamation

7. Unusual Job

8. Chemical Element

9. Fast-Food Item

10. Adverb

11. Adverb

12. Artistic Style

13. Type Of Boat

14. Funny Sounding Bird

15. National Park

16. Positive Quality In A Person

17. First Three Letters Of Previous Word

18. Nineteenth Century Presidents First Name

19. Major Religious Figure

20. Adjective

21. Old-Timey Form Of Communication

22. Single Named Celebrity
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Naming the Baby

Molly and Will were Adverb Adjective trying to choose a name for their baby. An early favorite,

fruit , was rejected for being too Adjective . For a while, Will liked baby baby animal , but

Molly said, exclamation ! What if the baby wants to grow up to be a unusual unusual job ? Baby

name websites recommended classic names like chemical element and trendy ones like fast-food

fast-food item . Nothing seemed right.

Molly and Will Adverb decided to consult their parents. Debbie suggested Adverb artist's first

name and name of artistic artistic style . Ron proposed type of boat of boat and funny 

sounding bird type of bird, which Betsy countered with national park park. Hong favored positive 

quality in a person quality in a person, or first three letters of previous word three letters of previous word for short.

And Ken surprised everybody with his suggestions of 19th century nineteenth century presidents first name first

name and major religious figure religious figure. But none of these names would do.

Finally, the joyous day arrived and Baby was named. All of Molly and Will's family and friends were

Adjective tense verb when the old-timey form of communication form of communication arrived in late

November. Over a picture of the cutest baby in the world, it read, "Welcome, Baby single named celebrity

Named Celebrity." 
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